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Gourmet Food in Zhongshan, New Style Cantonese Cuisine – Seaport Restaurant
Zhongshan, an important place of Cantonese food culture, has many
delicious foods. As a famous city of Cantonese cuisine, more and more
elements have been adding to traditional styles in past few decades. It
brings a lot of creative concepts and changes and makes Cantonese
cuisine more distinctive.
Seaport Restaurant under MGF Group is one of the Chinese restaurants to provide new style
Cantonese cuisine in food service industry. In October 2017, the Group opened two more new Seaport
Restaurants in Zhongshan and Zhuhai. The Zhongshan flagship outlet has been invested over 100 million
dollars to renovate a place of size over 24,000 m2. This outlet is so amazing that the grand hall can cater
for more than 500 banquet tables at the same time and the size of the smallest VIP room is over 200 m2.
Seaport Restaurant is one of the flagship outlets under MGF
Group. Apart from European decoration style, stylish design and
international cuisine, there is a professional wedding event
planning team to provide comprehensive quality service. So it is
an ideal place for family gatherings, business banquets and
festive parties. As one of the China Best Hundred Food Service Corporations, MGF Group owns many
famous brands like Seaport Restaurant, Seaport City, Prince Restaurant, The Grand Prince etc. Locating
all over the country, these brands lead the development of high class food service business.
Operating such huge restaurant, systematic
management is essential. The restaurant adopts
professional Seito F&B Management System
to support front line and back office operation.
The system includes 58 units of ordering
terminals, 122 units of kitchen and billing
printers and other hardware equipment. More
importantly, new style Cantonese restaurant
brings in new operation method and
management including the application of Intelligent Management App
running in mobile which allows management team to grasp sales data
more efficiently and easily; WeChat Ordering System giving better
dining experience to the customers. New style cuisine and new style management becomes a new model
of Cantonese restaurants.
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